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Abstract 

Today, all computers are interfaced through a one or two dimensional input controller such 
as a keyboard, mouse, or touch screen. This, however, is not how humans normally perceive 
and interact with their environment. Thus, to do away with this unnatural paradigm and evolve 
human-computer interactions, we propose a new system which allows for three dimensional in
teraction with a computer using intuitive and natural gestures, similar to the movements used in 
everyday life. To create a proof of concept for this new style of interface we combine the MYO 
Gesture Control Armband, the Unity game engine, and the Oculus Rift Virtual Reality Headset 
to create an interactive File System Manager application in a three dimensional, virtual reality 
world. We first use the MYO to read muscle movements in the arm and determine hand poses. 
This information is then ported to the Unity software which creates the virtual reality environ
ment and maps these poses to functions involving interactive objects. Finally, the Oculus Rift 
uses stereoscopic vision techniques to display this environment to the user in such a way as to 
immerse them into the world we have created. 
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1 Introduction 

Since the introduction of the personal computer 
in the late 1970's users have been limited in how 
they can interact with their technology. They 
are given three generic options - the keyboard 
and mouse for input, and the monitor for out
put. These devices, despite having undergone 
significant technological advancement in the sub
sequent decades, still embody the same paradigm 
of two dimensional interaction today. Recently 
however, advances in technology have opened 
up the door for a shift away from the tradi
tional methods of human to computer interface 
(HeI) towards more natural and intuitive meth
ods. New trends in areas such as speech, gesture, 
and touch recognition have introduced novel new 
concepts for how people and their devices inter
act. Our technology now understands us in ways 
that align more with human to human interac
tions than the HCI of decades past and, as a 
result, has become more embedded and essential 
in our lives, giving us a deeper more immersive 
technological experience. 

These advances however have arisen mostly in 
the mobile computing space. Both desktops and 
laptops, are still very much the children of the 
original personal computers released thirty years 
ago. Yet, the technology has begun to emerge 
that could allow us to completely redefine the 
way we interact with our personal computers. 
In our project, we propose and prove the foun
dational concepts of a three dimensional com
puting space, controlled naturally by human ges
tures and built in virtual reality. This system 
would give a user total control of his program
ming power from an immersive and rich multi

dimensional world. 

1.1 Motivation 

As we have alluded to already, the personal com
puter has been stuck in the same method of HCI 
for decades; a one dimensional keyboard input 
paired with a two dimensional mouse input com
bined to produce an artificial two dimensional 
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monitor output. This is not how humans per
ceive the real world nor is it how they learn. We 
perceive the world in three dimensions through 
multiple perspectives and through fluid and in

tuitive interaction. We learn through experience 
and interaction. Therefore, to increase produc
tivity and learning, we believe it is time for our 
HCI to expand into the third dimension. With 
the incredible problems we now solve using tech

nology, we need a richer, more natural, and more 
intuitive way to interface with our personal com
puters. Our project will create an interface that 
is much more akin to natural human perception 
and thus continue to close the gap between man 
and machine. 

1.2 Our System 

To break out of this archaic paradigm, we have 
created a proof of concept desktop application 
to show the benefits and plausibility of creat

ing a three dimensional computing space, con
trolled solely by user gestures. To fully demon
strate this concept we chose to create a file sys
tem manager. Our input gestures were read by 
the MYO Gesture Control Armband, our virtual 
world was created and controlled by the Unity 
Game Engine, and our virtual world was inter
faced with the user via the Oculus Rift Virtual 
Reality Headset. Combining these components, 
we created a full application to traverse through 
the host machine's file directory and view. txt 
and .jpg files. Additionally, we created a text ed
itor with somewhat limited functionality to edit 
the. txt files. 

We chose to use simple three dimensional ob
jects like cubes, planes, and spheres to create 
our environment. These objects are manipulated 
by the user through a series of poses that are 
mapped to specific actions. These actions will 
be enumerated and explained in later sections. 
The ultimate goal of these mappings was to be 
intuitive as possible given the limited input size. 



2 Background 

'Ib fully comprehend our system it is important 
to understand the basic functionality of each of 
the commercial components we u.sed. We elabo
rate on the basics of how these part.8 of our sys
tem work and thei r functionality in the following 
sub3ectioll3. 

2.1 MYO 

The MYO armband is a.n electromyography de.
vice that is worn on the a.rm, just below the 
elbow, It u.se.s 8 distinct 3en30rs to detect the 
electrical potential produced by the skeletal mus
cles that make up the hum",n forear m. Based 
on the input of it.s Se1130r3, the MYO is able to 
determine which skeletal muscle.'! are act ive and 
exactly how active they are. This information 
is then used to predict COrfMponci ing hand ges
tures ba.sed on the pattern3 of skeletal muscle 
activation. For example, a wave in gesture ac
tivates the muscle.'! mainly on the underside of 
the forearm while a wave out gesture activates 
the muscles mainly on the top of the forearm. 
Knowing this pattern, the MYO can determine 
which gestures ate made solely by .sensing which 
part3 of the fo rearm ate electrically active. The 
complete list of gestures currently supported by 
the MYO is as follows: 

• Fist 

• Wave In 

• Wave Out 

• Fingers Spread 

• Twist In 

The MYO al.so contains a bui lt-in gyroscope 
and accelerometer . This allows it to mea.3ure the 
relative position and rotation of the arm, which 
can be used independently or combined with the 
gesture recognition component to create a wider 
array of motion controL.s. 
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Figure 1: MYO Alpha: Developer Version of the 
Gesture Control Armband 

The MYO communicates via Bluetooth wi th 
an iOS application included in the Softw are De
velopment Kit (SDK) provided by Thalmic Labs. 
Apart from its ro le in receiv ing and decoding 
the raw data the MYO .send.s it, this applic(!'
tion also takes care of training the MYO before 
use. Training is required to ensure the highest 
pO&'lible level of accuracy in .sensing hand poses. 
Whenever a new user puts on the MYO it must 
be trained to recognize a person's specific muscu
lar tendencias in relation to their hand gestures. 

2.2 Ocul us R ift NEW 

The Oculw Rift is a virtual reality headset that 
completely encap3uiatas the user and immer.ses 
him or her in a virtual world. The Rift is capable 
of this immersion by creating a stereo.scopic 3D 
view in.side of the headset. To do this, the LCD 
screen within the headset project..s two .separate 
images. The world is displayed by the .screen 
8..3 two barrel distorted images. These images 
are then corrected by the lenses inside the head
set which provide a pincushion effect, mapping 
the visual appropriately. Additionally, a.s real 
human sight do es not 100 percent overlap, each 
image is corrected .so that only a s mall port ion 
of the images coincide; oon.sequently, only .some 
of the image seen in the far right of the left lense 
is al30.seen in the far left of the right lense. The 
Oculus Rift's projection of the virtual world is 
taken further by the va.stne.s.s of i1.3 artificial field 
of view . The field of view created spans 100 de. 



Figure 2: Oculus Rift Virtual Reality Headset 
and Control Box 

Figure 3: A screenshot of the Unity Game En
grees and extends far past the peripheral vision gine software. 
of the user, completely enveloping their line of 
sight. 

To ensure an engagement of a rich, multi
dimensional world, the Oculus also uses a combi
nation of 3-axis gyroscopes, accelerometers, and 
magnetometers to make it capable of head ori
entation tracking, with its position absolute, rel
ative to the Earth. Using this tracking system, 
the Oculus is able to smoothly simulate a full 
360 degree environment. To avoid lag over such 
a wide range, a high frequency tracker is used to 
process this data, giving the Oculus low latency 
and allowing it to keep up with the movements 
of the user without blurring the projected image 
of the virtual world. 

The Oculus headset is hardwired to a control 
box which takes in the power source needed to 
operate the device. The control box also relays 
the tracking information to the host machine and 
in turn outputs the updated view from the host 
machine to the Oculus through an HDMI input. 

2.3 Unity NEW 

Unity is a cross platform game engine that con
tains a built-in Integrated Development Environ
ment (IDE) which we use to create and run our 
virtual world. Specifically, the Unity software 
provides a GUI enabling us to create and ma
nipulate game objects in a three dimensional vir
tual space. These game objects include spheres, 
planes, cubes, and different types of lighting, just 
to name a few. Unity also allows three dimen-
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sionally rendered objects to be imported from a 
variety of other softwares so as to not limit the 
potential of 3D shapes that can be manipulated 
within its environment. These objects can then 
be controlled through a combination of scripts. 
The scripts allow for dynamic instantiation and 
modification of game objects, aiding us in im
plementing our gesture based functionality. The 
scripting modifications available include, but are 
not limited to, object position and orientation, 
size, presence, and texture. These scripts can be 
written in Unityscript, C#, or Boo. We chose to 
implement all of our code in C#. 

3 File System Manager 

For our proof of concept we chose to implement 
a file system manager to showcase a simple, yet 
effective, way in which a computer or host ma
chine functionality could be integrated usefully 
into a virtual reality setting. 

3.1 Design Decisions 

To create our file system we needed to make some 
important design decisions. 

1. Static placement of the camera in the world 

At the outset of designing our environment we 
needed to make a decision about whether or not 



the user would be able to move around the envi
ronment. Ultimately, we did not feel as though 
the MYO lent itself to intuitive player move
ment. Instead we chose to make the player, and 
therefore the camera, locked at a central position 
in the world. To facilitate this decision we chose 
to make our objects manipulable from our static 
position, even if they were "out of reach" 

2. Limiting open windows to eight and block op
tions to nine 

One of the big advantages we saw for moving 
computing from two dimensions to three dimen
sions was a large increase in display area for 
content. In a three dimensional world applica
tion planes could be in front, behind, above, and 
below you. However, because we had decided 
on a static camera placement we had a serious 
concern that too many windows would end up 
obstructing access to windows behind them and 
that those windows would be difficult or impos
sible to reach. Thus, we decided to limit the 
number of open windows to eight to avoid over
whelming the user in their first experience with 
virtual reality. This reasoning can be applied to 
our decision to only include eight blocks in our 
world as well. 

3. Adding modes to the environment 

This decision was motivated by our failure to 
integrate the accelerometer and gyroscope data 
from the MYO into our Unity environment in 
a way that we felt was acceptable and usable. 
Given this situation, we had to decide on another 
way to control our file system. Even though 
we struggled to integrate the accelerometer and 
gyroscope, we were able to integrate pose in
formation from the MYO in a robust and re
sponSIve manner. Because of this we decided 
to navigate our file system solely based on pose 
changes. This presented another issue however 
because the MYO currently only recognizes five 
distinct poses. This was not enough for us to 
implement a fully functional, location indepen
dent file manager. To solve this problem we in
troduced the idea of modes. By reserving one 
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gesture (twist in) to switch between two modes, 
World Mode and Application Mode, we were 
able to take our total number of effective ges
tures from five to eight. "World Mode" maps 
gestures to block commands while "Application 
Mode" maps them to application plane com
mands. These control mappings will be enumer
ated in a later subsection. 

4. Removing our moving hand from the environ
ment 

This decision flows from decision # 2. Once we 
realized that we would not be able to accu
rately move through the environment based on 
MYO accelerometer and gyroscope data we had 
to make a decision about the 3D hand model that 
we had been planning on moving around the en
vironment. Originally, we wanted the hand to at 
least mirror the pose of the user, but ultimately 
it ended up obstructing the user's view and was 
more of a distraction then an asset. With this in 
mind we moved this functionality to our heads 
up display. 

3.1.1 Control Mappings 

This section details the control mappmgs that 
we created for each of our modes. 

World Mode 

• Fist: Select the active directory to open and 
view contents or select the active file to view 
in a workspace window. 

A fist must be made twice to confirm this se
lection. Additionally, a user can only select the 
box directly in front of the initial view of the 
camera. This is the active box. Its position is 
highlighted by an increased size in relation to 
the other boxes. If the selected box is a direc
tory, the circle of box objects will be deleted and 
instantly re-instantiated with the new lower level 
of the file hierarchy. If a file is selected, the active 
workspace sphere, highlighted by an extra shine, 
will be deleted, a plane will be an instantiated, 
and the image or text will be rendered on that 
plane. 



• Wave In: Move all of the directory/file box 
positions within the circle to the left by one. 

• Wave Out: Move all ofthe directory/file box 
positions within the circle to the right by 
one. 

• Fingers Spread: Move back up the hierar
chy. 

This will delete all of the current directory /
file box objects in the circle and immediately re
instantiated them with the directory/file objects 
of the file system hierarchy one level up. 

Switch To switch between World Mode and 
Application Mode, we used the "twist in" pose 
recognizable by the MYO. This would transfer 
from World Mode, the default mode, and into 
Application Mode. This is highlighted by the 
fact that the directory/file boxes cease to ro
tate around their own axis as they do in World 
Mode. The MYO gestures are then able to be 
reused and the pose input can be mapped to 
the functionalities of the workspace windows and 
spheres. The input to function mapping for Ap
plication Mode is listed below: 

Application Mode 

• Fist: Close an open workspace plane. 

• Wave In: Move all of the workspace plane/
sphere positions within the circle to the left 
by one. 

• Wave Out: Move all of the workspace 
plane/sphere positions within the circle to 
the right by one. 

• Fingers Spread: Zoom in or zoom out of the 
active workspace window. 

The active workspace window was both 
slightly closer and slightly larger than any other 
windows. By making a spread finger pose once 
and holding it, the active window would zoom 
in proportionally to how long the pose was held. 
The next time this pose was made, the active 
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window would zoom out, again proportionally 
to how long the pose was held. 

All of these functionalities together form our 
File System Manager inside of Unity. The Ocu

lus Rift completes our solution by projecting it 
as an immersive three dimensional world to the 
user. 

3.2 Integration of Components 

As we have said, our system can be broken up 
into three main components. The MYO arm
band, Unity game engine, and the Oculus Rift 
virtual reality headset. However, due to the fact 
we were not able to receive an OSX SDK for 
our Mac host machine, we also incorporated an 
iPhone 5C as an intermediary between the MYO 
and our Mac since we were able to acquire an iOS 
SDK. The integration of these components can 
be seen in Figure 4. 

The functionality of our system and integra
tion of these components begins with the MYO. 
The MYO constantly sends acceleration, rota
tion, and gesture data via Bluetooth to our iOS 
application on the iPhone 5C. This application, 
which is part of the MYO SDK. parses this data 
and converts it from raw data to an easy to ma
nipulate set of vectors and pose positions. We 
then take this information and combine each 
packet of acceleration, rotation, and pose data 
into a continuous string with a portion of the 
string at the beginning noting whether or not 
the MYO is connected to our iOS device. Our 
string is structured as follows with the status of 
the MYO connection first followed by the accel
eration vector, the rotation quaternion, and the 
detected pose: 

open/ closed: x, y, z : x, y, z, w : pose! 

Each section is separated by a colon with dif
ferent vector or quaternion components sepa
rated by commas. The exclamation point after 
the pose portion signals the end of a packet and 
is used to determine the cutoff point between 
different readings. This allows us to ensure that 



Raw dat<:t 
tra nsfer 

Host Machine I 
Unity Game Engine 

Oculus Rift VR Headset 

USB I HDMI 
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stream ----~---===::~~~~~------------~c~o=ntroIBox 

Figure 4: Diagram of Component Integration and Communication 

packet data isn't received out of order, feeding on how our system came together. 
bad input into our system. 

Once our data has been converted to this 3.3 MY 0 
string type form, we stream it via a TCP con
nection to port 2000 on our host machine. Here 
Unity reads in the data, and, using our known 
packet structure, separates our string into the 
acceleration, rotation, and pose data variables 
used in our Unity script hierarchy. 

From this point, we use Unity to check for new 
MYO input at each time step in our game en
vironment. Based on the presence of new input 
and the current situation of our environment, we 
call a variety of other functions which update our 
game objects and map our MYO inputs to their 
application functionality in the virtual world. 

While Unity is receiving and mapping the 
MYO inputs to their respective functionalities in 
our File System Manager, it is also porting the 
visual of our virtual world to the Oculus Rift via 
HDMI. The Oculus, in the meantime, is relay
ing head-tracking data back to the host machine 
via a USB connection. Using this data, Unity 
is able to continuously update the view of the 
world projected into the Oculus based on the di
rection and orientation of the user's line of sight 
in the real world. 

All of these factors combine to give us our fully 
functional and controllable virtual world and our 
File System Manager. We will now go into deta il 
on each of these components to further elaborate 
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The MYO armband was used exclusively on the 
user's right arm. After powering it on, the de
vice was placed slightly below the elbow. The 
MYO was then paired to our iOS device using 
t he Bluetooth protocol. This was done by going 
into the iOS device's system settings and turning 
on Bluetooth pairing. Our iOS device was then 
able to locate the MYO as a connectable device, 
at which time we could select it from any and all 
other Bluetooth capable devices for pairing. 

Once connected, our device had to be trained 
t o recognize the unique electrical pot ential of the 
user's muscle activations in relation to MYO's 
five recognizable poses (not including a rest 
pose). The training was coded and implemented 
by Thalmic Labs in an application included in 
the iOS SDK, entitled Hello MYO. Within this 
application, immediately after opening, the de
vice operator can choose the "Train" option in 
the bottom right hand corner of the screen. If 
the MYO is properly paired to the device via 
Bluetooth, the user is then given the option to 
either "Train" or "Quick Train" the armband. 
The "Train" option was almost never used as 
its only advantage over the "Quick Train" op
t ion was that it displayed the necessary motions 
needed to make the gestures instead of just show
ing a picture of the pose to create. 



Try it out! 

'Ii :I }) ~ 
Yout TUm: Flsi Your fum: Wa • • ln Your T...." W • • • Out 

~ ~ ~ - - -
~ ~ ~ 
YourTl.nl: 1WIsI In _ ...... _- Your Tum: Reo! - AWi 

Figure 5: Screenshots of t he iOS MYO Applica
t ion 's Thaining Regiment 

After the user selected the "Quick Thain" op
t ion, they were taken through each of the poses 
one by one. As seen in Figure 5, the pose the 
user needed to make was shown on the screen 
in addition to the expected electri cal output sig
nal of the MYO's sensors (seen as t he light blue 
line), and a real t ime display of the user's own 
elect rical out put via t he MYO's sensors (seen as 
t he black line). The user was then able to com
pare his or her sensor data t o t he expect ed sensor 
data, and eit her redo or confirm the val idity of 
that pose's training based on the similarity be
tween the black and blue lines . 

This was continued for each pose in the fol
lowing order: fist, wave in , wave out, twist 
in, fingers spread, and rest . Once the user had 
confirmed the training for each pose, they were 
taken to a "Thy it Out" screen. This screen al
lowed the user to make each pose and verify that 
it was being properly and consistently recognized 
by t he Hello MYO application. If the user was 
unhappy wit h t his confirmation, they had t he 
option to start t he training over from the be
ginning. Otherwise, if the user was happy with 
the result s of their training, t hey could save t he 
recorded sensor outputs from each of their poses 
and use that to continuously recognize their hand 
gestures. 

With the training complet e, the MYO was 
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Acceleration Accfttfation 

Hello Myo Fist 

Figure 6: MYO HUB Application: Relaxed Pose 
vs. Recognized Gesture 

ready to use. It would continuously send pose 
data to the Hello MYO application along with 
any changes to t he MYO 's accelerometer and 
gyroscope read ings . Addit ionally, while t he 
MYO was connected, the Hello MYO applica
t ion would continually change its background 
text to show which pose was being detected, as 
seen in Figure 6. From here, we move on to t he 
extra operat ions we supplemented to t he Hello 
MYO application. 

3.4 iOS Application Server 

Because of the software issues we faced acquir
ing the OSX SDK we were forced to introduce a 
connecting piece between the SDK we did have 
available, an iOS SDK, and our host machine. 
Our iOS device, in t his case an iPhone 5C, con
nected to the MYO a rmband using Bluetooth 
and t hen connect ed to the host machine t hrough 
W iFi . To do t his we extended t he Hello MYO 
application provided with t he SDK to provide 
t he required server funct ionality t hat we needed. 
The application we received with the SDK took 
raw data from the MYO accelerometer, gyro
scope, and electromyography readers and con-



Figure 7: View From Outside Area Enclosure 

verted that into an acceleration vector, rotation 
quaternion, and discrete pose position. We ex
tended this functionality by converting these val
ues into strings, formatting those strings into a 
specific pattern, and then transmitting that data 
over WiFi using TCP and stringstreams. To 
send the data, we specified an arbitrary socket 
port, in our case port 2000, and an IP address. 
A timer was used to send the packets at a regular 
interval to the server on our host machine. The 
rate of dispatch was determined from our frame 
rate to be 0.03 seconds, which is 1 divided by the 
FPS, or frames per second of the Unity game en
gine. This meant that in each frame, our virtual 
reality code would have access to updated infor
mation from the MYO and thus would be more 
responsive to user input. The formatted data 
was received by a C# script that was listening 
on the same port that the data was sent out on. 

3.5 Unity 

Unity is the game engine that powered our vir
tual experience. It is optimized to render both 
2D and 3D games, although we chose to only 
use it in a 3D context. In broad strokes, its pur
pose in our project was to serve as the unifying 
platform for the MYO and the Oculus and en
able human device interactions within our vir
tual workspace. 
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3.5.1 The Basic Environment 

Our environment can be seen as a joining of two 
kinds of game objects, persistent and instanti
ated. We created the persistent game objects 
first to frame our workspace and construct the 
overall feel for the users. Persistent objects in 
our virtual space include the walls of the cube 
that frame our world and the lights that illu
minate it. This can be seen in Figure 7. The 
main concern we had was conveying to the user 
the power of the added dimension in our virtual 
world as opposed to a traditional desktop. Ul
timately, we decided on a large cube with high 
ceilings to give users a sense of scale and how 
much space was available to them. It also al
lowed us to keep the environment simple and 
not worry about collisions between our objects 
as they were moved around the scene. 

The most important persistent object in our 
scene is the camera. The camera is the users 
viewpoint into the virtual world. Whatever the 
camera is seeing will also be what the user sees 
and, because of this, we placed the camera at the 
center of the environment. The camera collects 
feedback from the Oculus Rift through a Unity 
concept called a script, which will be discussed 
in more depth below. This feedback is then ap
plied to the camera's rotation so that when the 
user turns their head the rotation of the camera 
moves with it and more of the scene is exposed. 

While discussing the camera and its implemen
tation we brought up the concept of a script. 
In Unity, a script is code that can be attached 
to any game object. We chose to write our 
scripts exclusively in C# for this project to avoid 
compatibility issues born from combining differ
ent computing languages. First and foremost, 
scripts define classes, the script Example would 
have to define the class Example, if it doesn't 
it is not a valid script. Once a class is defined, 
it can control almost every aspect of the game 
object to which it is attached, from its position 
in space and its rotation to its size and color. 
This is done through calls to two special class 
functions- Start() and Update(). Start() is au
tomatically called when the game object is cre-



Figure 8: Virtual Environment Overview 

Figure 9 : Directory/File GameO b ject Boxes 

ated. This can either be when the scene starts, 
if an object has been created and placed in the 
scene in a preprocessing step, or when a game 
object is instantiated and placed in the environ
ment, perhaps at the call of another script. All 
initialization code, such as the initial position of 
an object and its initial appearance can be set 
in Start(). Update(), on the other hand, is called 
once per frame and is useful for objects that need 
to move. In our environment, we use Update() to 
check for user input from the MYO and adjust 
the scene accordingly. 
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3.5.2 Scripts 

Now that we have a basic understanding of 
scripts and their functions we can proceed to talk 
about the instantiated game objects in our en
vironment. We created three different classes of 
instantiated objects for this project, file blocks, 
application windows, and placeholder spheres. 
Classes, called prefabrications or just prefabs in 
Unity, are general templates for objects that can 
then be instantiated with more specific parame
ters. An example of this is our file block prefab, 
which is just a blank cube with an empty text 
field as a prefab and is only assigned an appro
priate texture and label upon instantiation. 

As was discussed early, these objects are truly 
dynamic because they are created and destroyed 
at various times throughout the scene depend
ing on certain external factors. The factors are 
controlled by a series of control scripts, the hier
archy of which can be seen in Figure 10. These 
controlled scripts are all placed in the scene at 
launch inside a dimensionless and invisible game 
object that we called the hub. They must be 
placed within the scene so that their Start() and 
Update() functions are called by Unity. When 
the scene starts the MYOInput script initializes a 
class called a controller, which has public vari
ables corresponding to the MYO data, such as 
acceleration, rotation, pose etc. Public in this 
case means that the variables are accessible from 
other scripts in our scene, which is how all of 
the other scripts will get input from the MYO. 
The script then spins off eight separate threads, 
which begin listening on port 2000 for input from 
the iPhone server. We spin off eight threads 
instead of one because it is slightly faster and 
more robust against the connection closing which 
would cause a single thread to terminate. When 
one thread hears something on the port it locks 
the controller (meaning no other threads can ac
cess it and preventing race conditions), updates 
it with the most recent information from the 
MYO, unlocks the controller, and goes back to 
listening. The iPhone client sends data every .03 
seconds, which is approximately once per frame, 
assuming thirty frames per second. 



At the same time that the MYOlnput script is 
listening for MYO information another script, 
called FileManager is acquiring all of the files 
and directories at a specified basepath. The 
basepath is just a pointer to the home directory 
of the host machine so that the FileManager 
knows where to first get information. Once 
FileManager gets a list of all of the files and 
directories it passes that information to a third 
script called BlockController. Similarly to 
how the controller class within MYOlnput has 
public variables that can be read from all 
other scripts in the scene BlockController (and 
FileManager and DisplayController, which 
will be discussed later) has public functions 
that other scripts can call. When FileManager 
gathers the complete list of files and directo
ries located at the basepath it can write that 
data to BlockController through the param
eters of the public function and set a flag telling 
BlockController that a change was made and 
an update is needed. Then, the next time Up
date() is called in BlockController it will see 
this flag and act accordingly. 

This appears to be somewhat inefficient be
cause the update does not happen immedi
ately, but instead occurs on the next call 
to Update(). Calling Update() directly from 
FileManager however cannot happen in this 
case. The basic issue is that calling a func
tion (in this case Update()) belonging to a differ
ent script requires an instantiation of the asso
ciated class. This means that FileManager can
not call BlockManager. Update 0 without first 
creating an instance of a BlockManager class. 
This however is not satisfactory because there 
would then be two BlockManager's in the scene; 
the one created on start and the one just cre
ated by FileManager. Having more than one 
BlockController at a time creates a whole host 
of issues, including which controller is control
ling which block and what would happen if they 
both tried to control the same block and is un
desirable overall. The solution to this is static 
functions, which can be called without creating 
a new class. Unfortunately, Update() cannot be 
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Figure 10: Flow of Scripting Logic 

declared static in this case for reasons outside 
the scope of this paper. The roundabout solu
tion to this problem is to declare another func
tion static, have FileManager call that func
tion instead, have the function update internal 
variables within BlockController based on the 
function parameters, and have those updated 
variables be acted upon in Update(). 

At the same time that BlockController is 
getting updates from FileManager it is also 
reading from the controller class in MYOlnput lis
tening for specific user input that would require 
it to change. For example, if the controller class 
updated to show the user had just made a wave 
in gesture and if the mode was World Mode the 
BlockController would rotate all of the blocks 
bye in the counterclockwise direction, where e is 
the total number of blocks, up to a maximum of 
9, in the scene, excluding the "More" block. Sim
ilarly, if the controller class reported that a fist 
pose was detected the BlockController would 
raise up the active block into the selected state. 
n another fist gesture was read from the con
troller class the BlockController would then 
instruct that block to open. Whereas the pre
vious two gestures were self-contained, i.e. they 
required that only blocks, and no other dynamic 
object, change, the open command is not; it re
quires opening an application plane, in the case 
of a file, or calling FileManager to update the file 
path, in the case of a directory. Both of these de-



cisions are handled by the DisplayController. 
Thus, on an open command BlockController 
makes a call to DisplayController using the 
same call structure, a public static function 
call, that exists between the FileManager and 
BlockController. 

The DisplayController is unique m that 
it controls two dynamic objects, applica
tion planes and placeholder spheres, instead 
of just one. When the scene starts the 
DisplayController immediately instantiates 
eight placeholder spheres and places them evenly 
around the camera to indicate empty window 
locations. It then waits for an open command 
from the BlockController. While it waits it 
also reads from the controller class to detect 
and MYO input that occurs while in Application 
Mode. When an open call is received from the 
BlockController one of two things can happen. 
The first option is that the block that has been 
opened represents a directory. In this case, the 
FileManager needs to update the file path and 
send new data to the BlockController so that 
the blocks can be deleted and re-instantiated 
with the files from the new file path. This update 
is called using the same calling convention as 
has been explained previously. This means these 
three scripts form a feedback loop to control all 
instantiated objects in the scene. The second 
option is that the block represents a file, which 
must then be opened. We were constrained by 
time from opening all but the most basic file 
types, .txt and .jpg. Opening a file in this case 
means first instantiating an application plane 
prefab and placing it in the active window space 
(provided it is empty). The application plane 
prefab has an empty texture and an empty text 
field, which are then populated based on the file 
type. .jpg files for example, will only populate 
the texture with the image they encode and leave 
the text field empty while .txt files will set the 
generic background as the texture and fill the 
text field with the contents of the file. 
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Figure 11: Example of Text Editor Capabilities 



3.5.3 The Text Editor 

We were able to implement a basic text editor 
for .txt files from within Unity. The editor can 
be seen in Figure 11. This was difficult for two 
reasons, first, Unity as an engine does not render 
text especially well or clearly, second, the Oculus 
lenses, because they are so close to your eye, are 
designed with a "fishbowl" effect, which has the 
effect of distorting text. The solution to both 
of these issues was the same; make text much 
larger. This of course has the unfortunate side 
effect of limiting the amount of content that can 
be placed in front of users, which is a problem 
that we have left for future developers to solve. 

The text editor works by reading text out of 
an input buffer each frame and then appending 
that text, with the exception of the delete char
acter, into the text field of the application plane. 
In the case of the delete character the text editor 
modifies the length of the text to be the previous 
length - 1, effectively deleting the last character. 
The text editor is only active for the front win
dow at anyone time, meaning that if two text 
documents are open only the one present in the 
active window will reflect the typed text. 

3.6 Oculus 

The Oculus Rift is integrated into our system, 
and more specifically Unity, using an SDK which 
came with its development kit. In fact, the Ocu
lus Rift development kit included a license for a 
4 month free trial of the Unity software. 

Along with the Unity software itself, the Ocu
lus SDK included a folder entitled "OVR" which 
is directly imported into the Unity Assets folder 
of our project. This folder contains a variety of 
scripts and resources needed for the Oculus to 
communicate and control game objects within 
the Unity environment. The primary script
ing functionality, however, was the OVRCamer
aController. This game object, which came as 
a prefab within the OVR asset folder, controls 
all of the movements and configurations of the 
main Unity camera. This script, in addition to a 
few helper scripts, reads in the head tracking in-
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formation from the Oculus headset in real time. 
This information is parsed and used to adjust 
the direction and orientation of the camera in 
relation to the virtual world around it. The po

sition of the camera, however, remained static. 
Based on these adjustments, the updated Unity 
view is projected to the Oculus with as little la
tencyas possible, completing our immersive, vir
tual experience and finalizing our new interface 
paradigm. 

4 Experiment 

Our experiment revolves around our desire to 
map the available, recognizable gestures on the 
MYO to intuitive, corresponding computer func
tions. To determine this mapping we used stu
dents from the Experiments in Engineering De
sign course as test subjects, allowing us to statis
tically verify which gestures best corresponded 
to specific desktop tasks. The tasks they were 
asked to map are as follows-

• Spin the directory and file blocks clockwise 
and counter-clockwise 

• Spin the application planes clockwise and 
counter-clockwise 

• Open directories and files 

• Close files 

• Zoom application planes in and out 

The students were only told the five MYO ges
tures that were available to them and that they 
could move their arms around in space and rotate 
them to take advantage of the MYO accelerome
ter and gyroscope. They then put on the Oculus 
Rift to become fully immersed in the environ
ment and were asked to accomplish each task 
one by one. Seven students were polled in this 
manner and their answers are shown in Table 1. 

Unfortunately, probably due to failures in ex
periment design, we were not able to use every 
answer that we got from the test subjects. Some 
answers, such as a twist in and twist out to zoom 



I Student I Spin Blocks I Spin Planes I Open Window I Close Window I Zoom Window I 

1 wave III and not answered fist and throw fingers spread fist and 
wave out push/pull 

2 wave III and twist fist and throw punch fingers spread 
wave out 

3 wave III and wave III and fist and throw pinch gesture pinch gesture 
wave out wave out 

4 twist and move twist fist and throw fist and throw open fingers 
and close 
figures 

5 fist and spin fist and spin fist and throw fist and close fingers spread 
6 wave III and wave III and fist and throw fist and throw fist and 

wave out low wave out high away push/pull 
7 wave III and fist and spin fist to spread fist and throw twist III and 

wave out fingers out 

Table 1: Results from user testing 

a window plane in and out, are not possible to 
implement because the MYO is not compatible 
with a twist out gesture. Because our goal was to 
find the most natural and intuitive gestures pos
sible we made it a point of focus to offer as little 
guidance as possible and instead let the students 
respond with whatever gesture they first thought 
of. Additionally, when we conducted the exper
iment we assumed that we would be able to in
clude accelerometer and gyroscope data and in
formed our subjects that gestures involving po
sitioning would be possible. Despite these "bad" 
results, we were able to glean some helpful infor
mation from our experiments, specifically from 
the consensus that the students seemed to reach 
on opening and closing applications. 

5 Discussion 
Work 

and Future 

Throughout this project we refined our goals 
based on changing timetables, expectations, and 
implementation details. Ultimately, our final 
goal was to create a fully functional file man
ager in our 3D environment and, purely within 
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that scope, we succeeded. We were able to offer 
a functional proof of concept for how a virtual 
desktop environment could look in the near fu
ture, which, to the best of our knowledge, IS a 
novel and unique accomplishment. 

However, we have many areas that we would 
have liked to improve on given more time. 
Firstly, the types of files that we can open is in
credibly basic as it is limited to the two most sim

ple file types available. If we had more time we 
would have striven to include more advanced im
age types (png, tiff, gif etc.) and also PDF files, 
which we felt were major omissions from our final 
project from a usability standpoint. Secondly, 
the way information is currently presented func
tions more as a bridge from the 2D world to the 
3D world then as a fully three dimensional appli
cation. This is partly because this is a proof of 
concept and not a commercial product but future 
development with the Oculus and other virtual 
reality devices needs to include a set of applica
tions fully optimized for 3D. Finally, our inability 
to incorporate accelerometer and gyroscope data 
into our model prevented us from building our 
environment around spacial locality. Instead, we 
adopted a purely gesture driven approach which 



functioned well in our simple case but would not 
in a fully functioning desktop environment. 

Despite these shortcomings we do believe our 
project was ultimately successful, albeit under 
an adjusted and updated set of goals. Future 
projects in virtual desktops can hopefully use 
our work as inspiration for new human device 
interactions that focus on intuitive gestures and 
. . . 
Immerslve expenences. 

6 Conclusion 

Although our project has a relatively simplistic 
level of sophistication in regards to the overall 
functionality of a personal computer, we have 
been able to provide a proof of concept for our 
desired goal; the development of a three dimen
sional computing system controllable with ges
ture recognition technology. From what we have 
found through the construction of our environ
ment, we can verify that the MYO can be in
tegrated with the Oculus Rift in a variety of 
ways that could indeed allow it to replace the age 
old paradigm of a keyboard, mouse, and moni
tor HCr. The extension of one's self into virtual 
reality truly allows for a level of immersion and 
natural interaction that can leverage a measur
able boost of efficiency in computational tasks. 
By combining the MYO, Unity, and Oculus we 
have been able to dive deeper into this immer
sive experience and achieve a level of HCr that 
has yet to been seen. We hope this prototype 
system will work to further the field of HeI and 
provide a working foundation for those who wish 
to branch out into the many fields that this new 
paradigm will encompass. 
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Appendices 

MYOInput.cs 

1 using Unity Engine ; 
2 using System. Collections; 
3 
4 public class MYOHandController 
5 { 
6 protected override void Start () 
7 { 

MYO Obj ect Controller 

8 for (int i = 0; i < transform.childCount; i++) { 
9 transform. GetChild( i). active = false; 

10 
11 
12 base. Start () ; 
13 
14 
15 
16 void Update () { 
17 if ( arm ~ MYOAnn. LNKI\DWN ) 
18 { 
19 return; 
20 
21 
22 transform. position Camera. main. ViewportToWorldPoint (new Vector3 (0.1 f, 0.5 f , 

2.0f)); 
23 transform. rotation Camera. main. transform. rotation; 
24 transform. RotateAround (transform. p osi ti on, transform. right, -110. Of) ; 
25 
26 
27 
28 

MYOInput. Controller controller 
if ( controller != null ) 
{ 

29 UpdatePose( controller); 
30 
31 
32 

MYOInput. GetController( arm ); 

33 private void UpdatePose( MYOInput. Controller controller) 
34 { 
35 if ( arm =1.fYOArrn.RIGHT? (controller.m_pose = MYOPoses.N:JNE) 

m_pose = MYOPoses .N:JNE) ) 
(controller. 

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

46 
47 
48 
49 

activate (" rest_arm"); 

if arm = 1.fYOArrn.RIGHT ? (controller. m_pose 
.m_pose = MYOPoses.WAVElN) ) 

if ( arm = 1.fYOArrn.RIGHT ? (controller. m_pose 
controller .m_pose = MYOPoses.WAVEDur) ) 

acti v at e (" wave_out_arm" ) ; 
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MYOPoses .WAVElN) ( controller 

MYOPoses .WAVEDur) 



50 

51 
52 
53 
54 

if ( arm = 1.fYOArrn.RIGHT ? (controller. m_pose 
m_pose = MYOPoses. FIST) ) 

activate (" fist_arm"); 

MYOPoses. FIST) (controller. 

55 if ( arm = 1.fYOArrn.RIGHT ? (controller. m_pose = MYOPoses.FINGERS-.SPREAD) 
controller .m_pose = MYOPoses.FINGERS-.SPREAD) ) 

56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

activate (" fingers_spread_arm"); 

if ( arm = 1.fYOArrn.RIGHT ? (controller. m_pose 
m_pose = MYOPoses . TWIST) ) 

61 
62 
63 
64 
65 

activate (" twist_arm"); 

66 private void activate(string name) { 
67 for (int i = 0; i < transform.childCount; i++) 
68 Transform child = transform. GetChild( i); 
69 if (child.name = name) 
70 child. active = true; 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 

} 
else { 

child. active false; 

MY OObjectControlier .cs 

1 using Unity Engine ; 
2 using System. Collections; 
3 
4 public class MYOObjectController 

arm; 

MonoBehaviour { 

MYOPoses. TWIST) (controller. 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

public 1.fYOAnn 
public Vector3 Sensitivity = new Vector3( O.Olf, O.Olf, O.Olf ); 

protected Quaternion 
protected Vector3 
protected Vector3 
protected Vector3 

m_initiaIRotation; 
m_initiaIPosition; 
m_lastAcceleration; 
m_baseControllerPosition; 

14 II Use this for initialization 
15 protected virtual void Start () 
16 { 
17 m_initialRotation = this . gameObject. transform . locaIRotation; 
18 m_initialPosition = this. gameObject. transform .locaIPosition; 
19 m_lastAcceleration = Vector3. zero; 
20 
21 
22 II Update is called once per frame 
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23 void Update () 
24 
25 if ( arm ~ MYOAnn.l.NKNJWN ) 
26 { 
27 return; 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

MYOInput. Controller controller 
if ( controller != null ) 
{ 

33 UpdateObject (controller); 
34 
35 
36 

MYOInput. GetController( arm ); 

37 protected virtual void UpdateObject( MYOInput. Controller controller 
38 { 
39 Vector3 dir = controller. m_acceleration - m_IastAcceleration; 
40 m_IastAcceleration = controller. m_acceleration; 
41 
42 if (dir.sqrMagnitude > 1) dir.Normalize(); 
43 
44 this. gameObject. transform. Translate (dir*Time. deltaTime); 
45 
46 Vector3 pos = this. gameObject. transform. position; 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 

pos.x 
pos . y 
pos . z 

Mathf. Clamp (pos 
Mathf. Clamp (pos 
Mathf. Clamp (pos 

.x, -8, 8) ; 

.y, -8, 8) ; 

. z, -8, 8) ; 

52 this. gameObject. transform. position = pos; 
53 
54 this. gameObject. transform .localRotation = controller. m_rotation; 
55 
56 
57 

MY 0 HandControlier .cs 

1 using Unity Engine ; 
2 using System. Collections; 
3 
4 public class MYOHandController 
5 { 
6 protected override void Start () 
7 { 

MYO Obj ect Controller 

8 for (int i = 0; i < transform.childCount; i++) { 
9 transform. GetChild( i). active = false; 

10 
11 
12 base. Start () ; 
13 
14 
15 
16 void Update () { 
17 if ( arm ~ MYOAnn.l.NKNJWN ) 
18 { 
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19 return; 
20 
21 
22 transform. position Camera. main. ViewportToWorldPoint(new Vector3 (0.1 f, 0.5f, 

2.01)); 
23 transform. rotation Camera. main. transform. rotation; 
24 transform. RotateAround (transform. p osi ti on, transform. right, -110. Of) ; 
25 
26 
27 
28 

MYOInput. Controller controller 
if ( controller != null ) 
{ 

MYOInput. GetController( arm ); 

29 UpdatePose( controller); 
30 
31 
32 
33 private void UpdatePose( MYOInput. Controller controller) 
34 { 
35 

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

if ( arm =1.fYOArrn.RIGHT? (controller.m_pose = MYOPoses.N:JNE) 
m_pose = MYOPoses .N:JNE) ) 

activate (" rest_arm"); 

if arm = 1.fYOArrn.RIGHT ? (controller. m_pose 
.m_pose = MYOPoses.WAVRlN) ) 

MYOPoses .WAVRlN) 

(controller. 

( controller 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 if ( arm = 1.fYOArrn.RIGHT ? (controller. m_pose 

controller .m_pose = MYOPoses.WAVEDur) ) 
MYOPoses .WAVEDur) 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

51 
52 
53 
54 

if ( arm = 1.fYOArrn.RIGHT ? (controller. m_pose 
m_pose = MYOPoses. FIST) ) 

activate (" fist_arm"); 

MYOPoses. FIST) (controller. 

55 if ( arm = 1.fYOArrn.RIGHT ? (controller. m_pose = MYOPoses.FINGERS-.SPREAD) 
controller .m_pose = MYOPoses.FINGERS-.SPREAD) ) 

activate (" fingers_spread_arm"); 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 if ( arm = 1.fYOArrn.RIGHT ? (controller. m_pose 

m_pose = MYOPoses . TWIST) ) 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 

activate (" twist_arm"); 

66 private void activate(string name) { 
67 for (int i = 0; i < transform . childCount; i++) 
68 Transform child = transform. GetChild( i); 
69 if (child.name = name) { 
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70 child. active true; 
71 } 
72 else { 
73 child. active false; 
74 
75 
76 
77 

FileManager .cs 

1 using Unity Engine ; 
2 using System. Collections; 
3 using System. 10; 
4 
5 public class FileManager MonoBehaviour { 
6 
7 private static string baseString = "jUsersjjordancheney jPrograms/Workspace/e90/ 

FileSystem" ; 
8 private stat ic string path baseString; 
9 private string [] allFiles; 

10 private stat ic bool update false; 
11 private static string newFile; 
12 
13 II Use this for initialization 
14 void Start () { 
15 DirectoryInfo [] di = new DirectoryInfo(baseString) . GetDirectories (); 
16 
17 int len = 0; 
18 for (int i = 0; i < di.Length; i++) { 
19 if (ldi[i[.Na=e.Start~With(".")) { 
20 len++; 
21 
22 
23 
24 DirectoryInfo [] dirs = new DirectoryInfo [len l; 
25 int index = 0; 
26 for (int i = 0; i < di.Length; i++) { 
27 if (ldi[i[.Na=e.Start~With(".")) { 
28 di rs [index] di [i ] ; 
29 index++; 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 

FileInfo [] fi new DirectoryInfo (baseString). Get Files (); 

35 len = 0; 
36 for (int i = 0; i < fi . Length; i++) { 
37 if (lfi[i[.Na=e.Start~With(".")) { 
38 len++; 
39 
40 
41 
42 FileInfo [] files = new File Info [len]; 
43 index = 0; 
44 for (int i = 0; i < fi . Length; i++) { 
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45 if (lfilil.N=e.Start~With(".")) { 
46 files [index] = fi [i]; 
47 index++; 
48 
49 
50 
51 allFiles = CombineLists(dirs, files); 
52 BlockController. CreateBlocks (allFiles); 
53 
54 
55 void Update () { 
56 if (I update) { 
57 return; 
58 
59 
60 if (newFile = "Back") { 
61 if (path. Length <= baseString. Length) { 
62 return; 
63 
64 
65 path = path. Substring (0, path. LastIndexOf ( ) I )) ) ; 
66 } 
67 else if (newFile = "More") { 
68 string [] more Files = new string [allFiles. Length - 8]; 
69 for (int i = 8; i < allFiles . Length; i++) { 
70 moreFiles [i -8] = allFiles [i]; 
71 
72 allFiles = moreFiles; 
73 BlockController. CreateBlocks (all Files); 
74 update = false; 
75 return; 
76 } 
77 else { 
78 path += )1) + new File ; 
79 } 
80 DirectoryInfo [] di = new DirectoryInfo (path). Get Directories (); 
81 
82 int len = 0; 
83 for (int i = 0; i < di.Length; i++) { 
84 if (di I i I . Name 101 1 ~ '.') { 

85 len++; 
86 
87 
88 
89 DirectoryInfo [] dirs = new DirectoryInfo [len]; 
90 int index = 0; 
91 for (int i = 0; i < di.Length; i++) { 
92 if (di Ii I.NameIOI ,~ . ') { 
93 di rs [index] = di [i ] ; 
94 index++; 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

FileInfo [] fi new DirectoryInfo (path). GetFiles (); 

100 len = 0; 
101 for (int i = 0; i < fi . Length; i++) { 
102 if (lfilil.N=e.Start~With(".")) { 
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103 
104 
105 
106 

len++; 

107 FileInfo [] files = new File Info [len l; 
108 index = 0; 
109 for (int i = 0; i < fi . Length; i++) { 
110 if (lfilil.N=e.Start~With(".")) { 
111 files[index]=fi[i]; 
112 index++; 
113 
114 
115 
116 allFiles = CombineLists(dirs, files); 
117 BlockController. CreateBlocks (allFiles); 
118 
119 update = false; 
120 
121 
122 public static void UpdatePath( string name) { 
123 new File = name; 
124 update = true; 
125 
126 
127 private string [] CombineLists(DirectoryInfo [] d, FileInfo [] f) { 
128 string [l c = new string [d. Length + f. Length 1 ; 
129 for (int i = 0; i < d.Length + f.Length; i++) { 
130 if (i < d.Length) { 
131 elil ~ dlil·FullName; 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 

} 
else { 

eli I 

137 return c; 
138 
139 

f [i - d. Length]. FullName; 

BlockControlier .CS 

1 
2 using Unity Engine ; 
3 using System. Collections; 
4 
5 public class BlockController M yaO bj ectController 
6 
7 public GameObject App_Block 
8 
9 public static int front Block ; 

10 
11 private stat ic bool makeBlocks = fa Ise; 
12 private static string [] blockNames; 
13 private const int MAXBLOCKS = 8; 
14 private const float DEPTH = 12.0f; 
15 
16 private static MYOPoses last Pose = MYOPoses.NCNE; 
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17 private static bool activeBlock = false; 
18 
19 private static GameObject [] blocks = new GameObject [MAXBLOCKS + 2]; 
20 
21 II Use this for initialization 
22 protected override void Start () 
23 frontBlock = 0; 
24 base. Start () ; 
25 
26 
27 void Update () { 
28 if (arm ~ MYOArrn. UNKNJWN) { 
29 return; 
30 
31 
32 if (makeBlocks) { 
33 I I Destroy current children 
34 for (int i = 0; i < transform. child Count ; i ++) { 
35 DestroyObject (transform. GetChild (i) . gameObject) ; 
36 
37 
38 IIMake new children 
39 int radius = 12; 
40 int numBlocks = Mathf. Min (MAXBLOCKS, blockNames. Length) ; 
41 if (numBlocks = 11AXBLOCKS) { 
42 numBlocks = numBlocks + 1; liThe more block 
43 
44 
45 float theta = (2* Mathf. PI) jnumBlocks; 
46 for (int i = 0; i < numBlocks; i++) { 
47 float x=Mathf.Sin(theta * i) * radius; 
48 float y = -DEPTH; 
49 float z = Mathf. Cos (theta * i) * radius; 
50 
51 

52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 

68 
69 
70 
71 
72 

GameObject block = Instantiate (App_Block , new Vector3(x, y, z), Quaternion. 
identity) as GameObject; 

if(i~8){ 
block. name = "More" ; 

} 
else { 

block. name blockNames [i ] ; 

GameObject cube = block. transform. FindChild (" Cube") . gameObject; 
cube. AddComponent (" Cube_Rotate") ; 
block. transform. parent = transform; 

Texture2D texture = getImage(BlockShortName(block . name , true)); 
cube. renderer. material. mainTexture = texture; 

GameObject label = block. transform. FindChild(" Label"). gameObject; 
label.transform.Rotate( new Vector3(45.0f, theta*(180jMathf.PI)*i, O.Of), 

Space. World); 
TextMesh t = label. GetComponent<TextMesh>0 ; 
string name = BlockShortName(block . name) ; 
if (name . Length> 12) { 

name = name. Substring (0, 9); 
name += " " . 
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73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 

t. text = name; 
t. characterSize = 0.5f; 

blocks [i 1 = block; 

blocks [frontBlock]. transform .localScale 
makeBlocks = false; 

new Vector3(1.25f, 1.25f, 1.25f); 

MYOInput. Controller controller 
if ( controller != null) 

MYOInput. GetController( arm ); 

{ 
87 UpdateObject (controller); 
88 
89 
90 
91 protected override void UpdateObject( MYOInput. Controller controller) 
92 { 
93 
94 
95 

96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 

109 
110 
111 

112 
113 
114 
115 

116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 

if (Constants.worldMode) { 
float angle = 360.0fjtransform.childCount; 
if ( arm = 1.fYOArrn.RIGHT ? (controller. ill_pose 

controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.WAVEJN) ) 

if (lastPose != MYOPoses.WAVElN) {; 
if (activeBlock) { 

MYOPoses .WAVKIN) 

blocks [front Block 1 . transform. Translate (new Vector3 (0.0 f, -DEPTII/2, 0.0 f) 
, Space. World); 

activeBlock = false; 
} 
this. transform. Rotate (new Vector3 (0.0 f , 
blocks [frontBlock]. transform .localScale 
frontBlock++; 
if (frontBlock = transform . child Count ) 

frontBlock = 0; 
} 
blocks [frontBlock]. transform .localScale 

-angle, O.Of), Space.World); 
new Vector3 (1.0f, 1.0f, 1.0f); 

new Vector3(1.25f, 1.25f, 1.25f) 

else if (arm=1.fYOAnn.RIGHT? (controller.m_pose 
controller .m_pose = MYOPoses.WAVEDUT) ) 

MYOPoses .WAVE..OUT) 

if (lastPose != MYOPoses.WAVE..OUT) { 
if (activeBlock) { 

} 

blocks [front Block] . transform. Translate (new Vector3 (0.0 f, -DEPTII/2, 0.0 f) 
, Space. World); 

activeBlock = false; 

this. transform. Rotate (new Vector3(0.Of, angle, O.Of), Space.World); 
blocks [frontBlock]. transform. localScale = new Vector3(1.0f, 1.0f, 1.0f); 
frontBlock --; 
if (frontBlock = -1) { 

fron tBlock = transform. child Count - 1; 
} 
blocks [frontBlock]. transform. localScale = new Vector3(1.25f, 1.25f, 1.25f) 
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125 
126 
127 

128 
129 
130 
131 
132 

133 

134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 

143 

144 
145 
146 
147 
148 

} 
else if (arm=1.fYOAnn.RIGHT? (controller.ill_pose 

controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.FIST) ) 
MYOPoses. FIST) 

if (lastPose != MYOPoses.FIST) { 
GameObject block = blocks [frontBlock 1 ; 
if (! activeBlock) { 

} 

block. transform. Translate (new Vector3 (0.0 f, DEPTH/2, 0.0 f), Space. World) 

block. transform. FindChild (" Label" ) . Rotate (new Vector3 ( - 45.0f, 0.0 f, 0.0 f 
), Space. World); 

activeBlock = true; 

else { 
if (!block.narne.Contains(".")) { 

frontBlock = 0; 
activeBlock = false; 

} 
else { 

} 

block. transform. Translate (new Vector3(O . Of, -DEPTH/2, O.Of), Space. 
World); 

block.transform. FindChild("Label"). Rotate (new Vector3(4S.0f, O.Of, 0.0 
f), Space. World) ; 

activeBlock = false; 

Display Controller. OpenWindow( block. name) ; 

149 } 
150 else if (arm=1.fYOAnn.RIGHT? (controller.ill_pose = MYOPoses.FINGERS3PREAD) 

(controller.ill_pose = MYOPoses.FINGERS3PREAD) ) 

if (lastPose != MYOPoses.FINGERS3PREAD) { 
if (activeBlock) { 

151 
152 
153 
154 blocks [frontBlock]. transforill. Translate (new Vector3(0.Of, -S.Of, O.Of), 

Space. World); 
activeBlock = false; 

} 
frontBlock = 0; 
DisplayController . OpenWindow(" Back" ); 

} 

155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 if (arm = 1.fYOArrn.RIGHT ? (controller. ill_pose 

ill_pose = MYOPoses.WAVRlN) ) 
MY 0 Poses. W A VRlN) (controller. 

163 
164 lastPose = MYOPoses.WAVRlN; 
165 
166 

167 

} 
else if (arill = 11YOAnn.RIGHT ? (controller. ill_pose 

controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.WAVEDur) ) 

168 lastPose = MYOPoses.WAVEDur; 
169 
170 

171 

} 
else if (arill = 11YOAnn.RIGHT ? (controller. ill_pose 

controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.FIST) ) 

172 lastPose = MYOPoses.FIST; 
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173 
174 

175 

} 
else if (arm = 11YOAnn.RIGHT ? (controller. ill_pose 

controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.TWIST) ) 

176 lastPose = MYOPoses.TWIST; 
177 } 

MYOPoses. TWIST) 

178 else if (arm = 11YOAnn.RIGHT ? (controller. ill_pose = MYOPoses. FINGERS3PREAD) 
( c on troll er . ill_pose = MYOPoses. FINGERS-.SPREAD) 

179 
180 lastPose = MYOPoses.FINGERS-.SPREAD; 
181 
182 

183 

} 
else if (arm = 11YOAnn.RIGHT ? (controller. ill_pose 

controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.N:JI"ffi) ) 

184 lastPose = MYOPoses.N:JNE; 
185 } 
186 Ilbase. UpdateObject(controller); 
187 
188 
189 public static void CreateBlocks(string [] files) { 
190 blockNames files; 
191 makeBlocks = true; 
192 
193 
194 private Texture2D getImage (string fil e) { 
195 if (!file.Contains(".")) { 
196 if (file ="Applications") { 

MYOPoses .N:JNE) 

197 return Resources. Load(" Applications") as Texture2D; 
198 } 
199 else if (file = "Desktop") { 
200 return Resources .Load("Desktop") as Texture2D; 
201 } 
202 else if (file = "Work") { 
203 return Resources . Load("Documents") as Texture2D; 
204 } 
205 else if (fi I e = "Downloads") { 
206 return Resources . Load("Downloads") as Texture2D; 
207 } 
208 else if (file = "Library") { 
209 return Resources .Load("Library") as Texture2D; 
210 } 
211 else if (file = "Movies") { 
212 return Resources. Load("Movies") as Texture2D; 
213 } 
214 else if (file = " Music") { 
215 return Resources. Load("Music") as Texture2D; 
216 } 
217 else if (file = " Images") { 
218 return Resources. Load(" Pictures") as Texture2D; 
219 } 
220 else if (file = "More") { 
221 return Resources. Load("More") as Texture2D; 
222 } 
223 else { 
224 
225 
226 } 
227 else 

return Resources. Load(" DefaultFolder") as Texture2D; 
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228 if (file .End~With(" .txt")) { 
229 return Resources. Load(" txt") as Texture2D; 
230 } 
231 else if (file.EndsWith(".cs")) { 
232 return Resources. Load(" cs") as Texture2D; 
233 } 
234 else if (file . EndsWith(" .jpg")) { 
235 return Resources. Load(" jpg") as Texture2D; 
236 } 
237 else { 

return Resources. Load(" DefaultFile") as Texture2D; 238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 

public static string BlockShortName(string fullname, bool ext 
{ 

245 int index = fullname. LastIndexOf ( ) / )) ; 
246 if (index ~ -1) { 
247 return full name ; 
248 
249 
250 if (ext II !fullname.Contains(" .")) { 
251 return full name . Substring (fullname. LastIndexOf ( ) / )) + 1); 
252 } 
253 else { 

false) 

254 string name = fullname. Substring (full name . LastIndexOf ( ) I)) + 1); 
255 return name. Substring (0, name. LastIndexOf(). ')); 
256 
257 
258 

BlockControlier .CS 

1 using Unity Engine ; 
2 using System. Collections; 
3 using System. 10; 
4 
5 public class DisplayController 
6 

MYOObjectController { 

7 public GameObject sphere; 
8 public GameObject plane; 
9 

10 private static iot frontWindow; 
11 private const int ~\VINCO\VS = 8; 
12 
13 private static GameObject [] windows = new GameObject [~\VINIX)\VSl; 
14 
15 private static MYOPoses last Pose = MYOPoses.NCNE; 
16 private stat ic bool zoomIn = false; 
17 private static Vector3 defaultPos; 
18 
19 private stat ic bool open = false; 
20 private stat ic string fi Ie; 
21 
22 protected override void Start () { 
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23 frontWindow = 0; 
24 
25 int radius = 15; 
26 float theta ~ (2*Mathf.PI)/MAXWINIXlWS; 
27 for (int i = 0; i < ~\VINIX)\VS; i++) { 
28 float x Mathf. Sin(theta*i )*radius; 
29 float y O.Of; 
30 float z Mathf.Cos (theta*i)*radius; 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

if(i~O){ 

defaultPos = new Vector3(x, y, z); 

36 GameObject s = Instantiate (sphere, new Vector3(x, y, z), Quaternion. identity) 
as GameObject; 

37 s . name = "Sphere"; 
38 if(i~O){ 

39 
40 
41 
42 

s. renderer. material. shader 
} 
windows [i] = s; 
s . transform. parent transform; 

43 } 
44 base. Start () ; 
45 
46 
47 void Update () { 
48 if (arm ~ MYOArm.UNKNJWN) 
49 return; 
50 
51 

Shader. Find (" Refl ecti ve I Parallax Specular"); 

52 if (windows [front Window] . name = "Text") { 
53 TextMesh t = windows [front Window]. GetComponentInChildren<TextMesh>O; 
54 foreach (char c in Input. inputString) { 
55 if (c ~ '\b') { 
56 t.text = t . text.Substring(O, t.text.Length - 1); 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 } 

} 
else { 

t.text += c; 

62 II Utility. TextSize ts = new Utility. TextSize (t); 
63 I Its. PitTo Width (windows [front Window ). transform. renderer. bounds. size. x); 
64 
65 
66 if (open) { 
67 if (! file .Contains(" .")) { 
68 FileManager. UpdatePath( BlockController. BlockShortName( file)); 
69 } 
70 else if (windows [front Window]. name = "Sphere") { 
71 GameObject p = Instantiate (plane, windows [front Window]. transform. position, 

Quaternion. identity) as GameObject; 
72 p. transform. Rotate (new Vector3(90.0f, 180.0f, O.Of), Space.World); 
73 p. transform. Translate (new Vector3(0.Of, O.Of, -2.0f), Space.World); 
74 p.transform.locaIScale = new Vector3(1.25f, 1.25f, 1.25f); 
75 p. transform. parent = transform; 
76 DestroyObject (windows [frontWindow]) ; 
77 windows [front Window] = p; 
78 
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79 
80 
81 
82 

83 

84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 

if (file .Contains(" .")) { 

open 

if (file.EndsWith(".txt") II file.EndsWith(".cs")) { 
p.narne = "Text"; 

} 

p. transform. renderer. material. mainTexture = Resources. Load("background") 
as Texture2D; 

p.transform.GetChild(O).Rotate(new Vector3(90.0f, 180 Of, O.Of), Space. 
World); 

foreach (TextMesh t in p. GetComponentsInChildren<TextMesh> 0) 
StreamReader reader = new StreamReader( file); 
string f = reader. ReadToEndO ; 

t .text f; 
t. characterSize = 0.6f; 

Utility. TextSize ts = new Utility. TextSize(t); 
ts . FitToWidth (p. transform. renderer. bounds. s i z e . x) ; 

else 
p. name = "Image" ; 
~ img = new\i\¥i\V(" file:/ I" + file); 
p. transform. renderer. material. mainTexture img. texture; 

false; 

MYOInput. Controller controller 
if ( controller != null ) 

MYOInput. GetController( arm ); 

{ 
109 UpdateObject (controller); 
110 
111 
112 
113 protected override void UpdateObject( MYOInput. Controller controller) 
114 { 
115 
116 
117 

118 
119 
120 
121 
122 

123 
124 
125 

126 

127 
128 
129 
130 

if (! Constants .worldMode) { 
float angle = 360.0f/~\VINCOvv.3; 
if ( arm = 1.fYOAnn.RIGHT ? (controller. m_pose 

controller .m_pose = MYOPoses.WAVKIN) 
MYOPoses .WAVKIN) 

if (lastPose != MYOPoses.WAVElN) { 

if (windows [frontWindow ]. name = "Sphere") { 
windows [frontWindow]. renderer. material. shader 

Additive (Soft)"); 
) 
else { 

Shader. Find (" P arti cles I 

windows [frontWindow]. transform. localScale = new Vector3(1.0f, 1.0f, 1.0f 
) ; 

windows [frontWindow]. transform. Translate(new Vector3(0.Of, O.Of, 2.0f), 
Space. World); 

this. transform. Rotate (new Vector3(0 . Of, -angle, O.Of), Space.World); 
front Window++; 
if (front Window = ~\VINCOvv.3) { 
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131 
132 
133 
134 

135 
136 
137 

138 

139 
140 
141 
142 

143 
144 
145 
146 
147 

148 
149 
150 

151 

152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 

160 
161 
162 

163 

164 
165 
166 
167 

168 
169 
170 

171 
172 
173 
174 

175 

frontWindow = 0; 
} 
if (windows [frontWindow ]. name = "Sphere") { 

windows [frontWindow]. renderer. material. shader 
Parallax Specular"); 

) 
else { 

Shader. Find (" Reflective / 

windows [frontWindow ]. transform. 10 c al Scale = new Vector3 (1.25 f, 1.25 f , 
1.251); 

windows [frontWindow ]. transform. Translate (new Vector3 (0.0 f, 0.0 f, -2.0 f) , 
Space. World) ; 

else if (arm=1.fYOAnn.RIGHT? (controller.ill_pose 
controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.WAVEDUT) ) 

MYOPoses .WAVROUT) 

} 

if (lastPose != MYOPoses.WAVE..OUT) 

if (windows [frontWindow ]. name = "Sphere") { 
windows [frontWindow]. renderer . material. shader 

Additive (Soft)"); 
) 
else { 

Shader . Find (" P arti cles / 

windows [frontWindow]. transform. localScale = new Vector3(1.0f, 1.0f, 1.0f 
) ; 

windows [frontWindow]. transform. Translate(new Vector3(0.Of, O.Of, 2.0f), 
Space. World); 

} 
this. transform. Rotate (new Vector3(0.Of, angle, O.Of), Space.World); 
frontWindow --; 
if (frontWindow = -1) { 

frontWindow = ~\VINCO\VS - 1; 
} 
if (windows [frontWindow ]. name "Sphere") { 

windows [frontWindow]. renderer. material. shader 
Parallax Specular"); 

else { 

Shader. Find (" Reflective I 

windows [frontWindow ]. transform. 10 c al Scale = new Vector3 (1.25 f, 1.25 f , 
1.251); 

windows [frontWindow ] . transform. Translate (new Vector3 (0.0 f, 0.0 f, -2.0 f) , 
Space. World) ; 

else if (arm=1.fYOAnn.RIGHT? (controller.m_pose 
controller .m_pose = MYOPoses.FIST) ) 

MYOPoses. FIST) 

if (lastPose != MYOPoses.FIST && windows [frontWindow].name != "Sphere") { 
GameObject s = Instantiate (sphere, defaultPos, Quaternion. identity) as 

GameObject ; 
DestroyObject (windows [front Window]) ; 
s. name = "Sphere" ; 
windows [front Window] = s; 
windows [front Window] . renderer. mat eri al . shader Shader. Find (" Reflecti ve I 

Parallax Specular"); 
s. transform. parent = transform; 
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176 
177 } 
178 else if (arm=1.fYOAnn.RIGHT? (controller.m_pose = MYOPoses.FINGERS3PREAD) 

(controller.m_pose = MYOPoses.FINGERS3PREAD) ) 

if (lastPose != MYOPoses.FINGERS3PREAD) { 
zoomIn = ! zoomIn; 

} 
else { 

if (zoomIn && windows [front Window]. name != "Sphere") { 

179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 windows [frontWindow ]. transform. Translate (new Vector3 (0.0 f, 0.0 f, -0.05 f) 

Space. World); 
} 
else { 

186 
187 
188 windows [frontWindow ]. transform. Translate (new Vector3 (0.0 f, 0.0 f, 0.05 f) , 

Space. World) ; 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 if (arm = 1.fYOArrn.RIGHT ? (controller. ill_pose 

ill_pose = MYOPoses.WAVRlN) ) 
MY 0 Poses. W A VElN) (controller. 

195 
196 lastPose = MYOPoses.WAVElN; 
197 
198 

199 

} 
else if (arm = 11YOAnn.RIGHT ? (controller. ill_pose 

controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.WAVEDUT) ) 

200 lastPose = MYOPoses.WAVEDur; 
201 
202 

203 

} 
else if (arill = 11YOAnn.RIGHT ? (controller. ill_pose 

controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.FIST) ) 

204 lastPose = MYOPoses.FIST; 
205 
206 

207 

} 
else if (arill = 11YOAnn.RIGHT ? (controller. ill_pose 

controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.TWIST) ) 

208 lastPose = MYOPoses.TWIST; 
209 } 

MYOPoses .WAVEDur) 

MYOPoses. FIST) 

MYOPoses. TWIST) 

210 else if (arill = 11YOAnn.RIGHT ? (controller. ill_pose = MYOPoses. FINGERS3PREAD) 
(controller. ill_pose = MYOPoses .FINGERS3PREAD) 

211 
212 lastPose = MYOPoses.FINGERS3PREAD; 

} 213 
214 else if (arill = 11YOAnn.RIGHT ? (controller. ill_pose 

controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.N:JI"ffi) ) 
215 
216 lastPose = MYOPoses.N:JNE; 
217 } 
218 Ilbase. UpdateObject(controller); 
219 
220 
221 public static void OpenWindow( string f) { 
222 file f; 
223 open = true; 
224 
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2~~I} ______________________________________________________ ~ 

Constants.cs 

1 using Unity Engine ; 
2 using System. Collections; 
3 
4 public class Constants 
5 

MY OObj ectController 

6 public static bool worldMode = true; 
7 public static bool serverS tat us = false; 
8 
9 private static MYOPoses last Pose = MYOPoses.N:JNE; 

10 
11 II Use this for initialization 
12 protected override void Start () 
13 worldMode = true; 
14 
15 base. Start () ; 
16 
17 
18 void OnGur () { 
19 string mode = "World"; 
20 if (!Constants.worldMode) 
21 mode = "Application"; 
22 
23 
24 string server = "Not Connected"; 
25 if (Constants. serverStatus) { 
26 server = "Connected"; 
27 
28 
29 CUI. skin. box. alignment = TextAnchor. UpperLeft; 
30 GUI.skin.box . fontSize = 25; 
31 GUI.Box(new Rect(lO, 10, 400, 60), "Server: " + server + "\nMode: " + mode); 
32 
33 
34 void Update () { 
35 if (arm ~ MYOArrn. UNKNJWN) { 
36 return; 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

MYOInput. Controller controller 
if ( controller != null ) 
{ 

42 UpdateObject (controller); 
43 
44 
45 

MYOInput. GetController( arm ); 

46 protected override void UpdateObject( MYOInput. Controller controller 
47 { 
48 

49 

if arm = 1.fYOArrn.RIGHT ? (controller. ill_pose = MYOPoses .WAVRlN) 
. ill_pose = MYOPoses.WAVEJN) ) 

50 lastPose = controller. ill_pose; 
51 
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52 

53 

else if (arm=11YOAnn.RIGHT? (controller.m_pose 
controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.WAVEDur) ) 

54 lastPose = controller. ill_pose; 
55 
56 

57 

} 
else if (arm=11YOAnn.RIGHT? (controller.m_pose 

controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.FIST) ) 

58 lastPose = controller. ill_pose; 
59 

MYOPoses .WAVROUT) 

MYOPoses. FIST) 

60 else if (arm=11YOAnn.RIGHT? (controller.m_pose=MYOPoses.FINGERS3PREAD) 
(controller.m_pose = MYOPoses.FINGERS3PREAD) ) 

61 
62 lastPose = controller. ill_pose; 

} 63 
64 else if (arm=11YOAnn.RIGHT? (controller.m_pose 

controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.T\iVIST) 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 

if (last Pose != controller.m_pose) { 
worldMode = ! worldMode; 

70 lastPose = controller. ill_pose; 
} 71 

72 else if (arm=11YOAnn.RIGHT? (controller.m_pose 
controller . ill_pose = MYOPoses.N:JNE) ) 

73 
74 lastPose = controller. m_pose; 
75 
76 
77 

Utility,cs 

1 using Unity Engine; 
2 using System. Collections; 
3 using System. 10; 
4 using sharpPDF; 
5 using sharpPDF. Enumerators; 
6 
7 public class Utility MonoBehaviour 
8 
9 public class TextSize { 

10 private Hashtable dict; //map character -> width 
11 
12 private TextMesh textMesh; 
13 private Renderer renderer; 
14 
15 public TextSize (TextMesh tm) { 
16 text Mesh = tm; 
17 renderer = tm. renderer; 
18 dict = new Hashtable (); 
19 getSpace () ; 
20 
21 

MYOPoses. TWIST) 

MYOPoses .N:JNE) 

22 private void getSpace(){//the space can not be got alone 
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23 
24 

string oldText = text Mesh . text; 

25 text Mesh . text = "a" ; 
26 float aw = renderer. bounds. size. x; 
27 text Mesh . text = "a a"; 
28 float cw renderer.bounds. size.x - 2* aw; 
29 
30 
31 
32 

dict.Add(' ,cw); 
diet . Add( 'a', aw); 

33 text Mesh . text = oldText; 
34 
35 
36 public float GetTextWidth(string s) { 
37 char [] charList = s .ToCharArray(); 
38 float w = 0; 
39 char c; 
40 string oldText = text Mesh . text; 
41 
42 for (int i=O; i<charList.Length; i++){ 
43 c = charList [i]; 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 

if (diet .ContainsKey(c)){ 
w +=0 (float)dict lei; 
else { 
textMesh. text = "" +c ; 
float cw = renderer. bounds. si ze . x; 
dict.Add(c, cw); 

w += cw; 
/ /MonoBehaviour. print e) char<)) + c +» )) + cw); 

text Mesh . text oldText; 
57 return w; 
58 
59 
60 public float width {get {return GetTextWidth(textMesh.text); }} 
61 public float height { get { return renderer. bounds. si ze . y; } } 
62 
63 public void FitToWidth( float wantedWidth) 
64 if (width <= wantedWidth) return; 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 

string oldText = textMesh. text; 
textMesh. text = "" ; 

string [] lines = oldText. Split( '\n'); 

foreach( string line in lines){ 
textMesh. text += wrap Line (line, wantedWidth); 
textMesh.text += "\n"; 

77 private string wrapLine(string s, float w) 
78 { 
79 / / need to check if smaller than maximum character length, really. 
80 if(w = 0 II s. Length <= 0) return s; 
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81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 

char c; 
char [] charList s . ToCharArray () ; 

float charWidth 0; 
float wordWidth 0; 
float currentWidth 0; 

string word = "" ; 

string newT ext "" . 
string oldText = textMesh. text; 

for (int i=O; i<charList. Length; i++){ 
c = charList[i]; 

if (di ct . ContainsKey (c) ) { 
charWidth = (float) diet [c l; 
else { 
textMesh. text = ""+c; 
charWidth = renderer. bounds. si z e . x; 
diet .Add(c, charWidth); 
//here check if max char length 

if(c )) II i = charList. Length - 1){ 
if(c != ) '){ 

} 

word += c. ToString () ; 
wordWidth += char Width; 

if(currentWidth + wordWidth < w){ 
currentWidth += wordWidth; 
newT ext += word; 

} else { 
currentWidth = wordWidth; 
newT ext += word. Replace (" "\n" ) ; 

word "". 
wordWidth = 0; 

word += c. ToString () ; 
wordWidth += char Width; 

textMesh. text = oldText; 
return newT ext ; 

AppDelegate.h 

11 II 
2 II TLHMAppDelegate. h 
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HelloMyo 3 II 
4 II 
5 II 
6 II 
7 II 

Copyright (c) 2013 Thalmic Labs. All rights reserved. 
Confidential and not for redistribution. See LICENSE. txt. 

8 
9 #import <UIKitjUIKit.11> 

10 
11 @interface TLHMAppDelegate UIResponder <UIApplicationDelegate> 
12 
13 @property (strong, nonatomic) UIWindow *window; 
14 
15 @end 

AppDelegate.m 

TLHMAppDelegaie m 
HelloMyo 

1 II 
2 II 
3 II 
4 II 
5 II 
6 II 
7 II 

Copyright (c) 2013 Thalmic Labs. All rights reserved. 
Confidential and not for redistribution. See LICENSE. txt. 

8 
9 #import "TLHMAppDelegate. h" 

10 #import <MyoKit/MyoKit. h> 
11 #import "TLHMViewController. h" 
12 
13 @implementation TLHMAppDelegate 
14 
15 (IDOL) application: (UIApplication *) application didFinishLaunchingWithOptions: ( 

NSDictionary *) launchOptions { 
16 II Instantiate the hub using the singleton accessor. Call pairWithAdjacent to 

begin looking for Myos to pair with. 
17 [[TLMHub sharedHub] pairWithAdjacent]; 
18 
19 II Instantiate our view controller 
20 self.window = [[UIWindow alloc] initWithFrame:[[UIScreen mainScreen] bounds]]; 
21 self.window.rootViewController = [[TLHMViewController alloc] init]; 
22 [self . window makeKeyAndVisible]; 
23 
24 return YES; 
25 
26 
27 (void) applicationWillResignActive: (UIApplication *) application { 
28 II Sent when the application is about to move from active to inactive state. 

This can occur for certain types of temporary interruptions (such as an 
incoming phone call or SMS message) or when the user quits the application 
and it begins the transition to the background state. 

29 II Use this method to pause ongoing tasks, disable timers, and throttle down 
OpenGL ES frame rates. Games should use this method to pause the game. 

30 
31 
32 (void) applicationDidEnterBackground: ( UI Applicati on *) appli c ati on { 
33 II Use this method to release shared resources, save user data, invalidate 

timers, and store enough application state information to restore your 
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application to its current state in case it is terminated later. 
34 II If your application supports background execution, this method is called 

instead of application Will Terminate : when the user quits. 
35 
36 
37 (void) applic ati on WillEnter Foreground: (UIApplication *) appli c ati on { 
38 II Called as part of the transition from the background to the inactive state; 

here you can undo many of the changes made on entering the background. 
39 
40 
41 (void) applicationDidBecomeActive: (UIApplication *) application { 
42 II Restart any tasks that were paused (or not yet started) while the application 

was inactive. If the application was previously in the background, 
optionally refresh the user interface. 

43 
44 
45 (void) applicationWillTerminate: (UIApplication *) application { 
46 II Called when the application is about to terminate. Save data if appropriate. 

See also applicationDidEnterBackground: 
47 
48 
49 @end 

TLHMViewControlier .h 

TLHMViewController. h 
HelloMyo 

1 II 
2 II 
3 II 
4 II 
5 II 
6 II 
7 II 

Copyright (c) 2013 Thalmic Labs. All rights reserved. 
Confidential and not for redistribution. See LICENSE. txt. 

8 
9 #import <UIKitjUIKit.11> 

10 
11 @class TLHMServerConnection; 
12 
13 @interface TLHMViewController 
14 
15 NSTimer *timer; 
16 } 

UIViewController 

17 @property (retain, read only , nonatomic) TLHMServerConnection *connection; 
18 @property (retain, read only , nonatomic) NSMutableArray *data; 
19 
20 @end 

TLHMViewControlier .m 

1 II 
2 II 
3 II 
4 II 
5 II 
6 II 

TLHMViewController m 
HelloMyo 

Copyright (c) 2013 Thalmic Labs. All rights reserved. 
Confidential and not for redistribution. See LICENSE. txt. 
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7 II 
8 
9 #import "TLHMViewController. h" 

10 #import "TLHMServerConnection. h" 
11 
12 #import <MyoKit/MyoKit. h> 
13 
14 
15 @interface TLHMViewController () 
16 
17 @property (weak, nonatomic) IBOutlet UILabel *helloLabel; 
18 @property (weak, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIProgressView * ac c elerati onProgres sBar ; 
19 @property (weak, nonatomic) IBOutlet UILabel *accelerationLabel; 
20 @property (strong, nonatomic) TLMPose *currentPose; 
21 
22 (IBAction) didTapSettings: (id) sender; 
23 (IBAction) didTapTrain: (id) sender; 
24 (IBAction) didTapClient : (id) sender; 
25 
26 @end 
27 
28 @implementation TLHMViewController 
29 
30 #pragma mark - View Lifecycle 
31 
32 (id)init { 
33 II Initialize our view controller with a nib (see TLHMViewConiroller. xib). 
34 self = [super initWithNibName :@"TLHMViewController" bundle: nil]; 
35 if (~elf) { 
36 _data = [[NSMutableArray alloe] initWithObjects:@"OPENED", @"O, 0, 0", @'O, 

0, 0, 1", @"None", nil]; 
37 
38 return self; 
39 
40 
41 (void) view DidLoad { 
42 [super view DidLoad] ; 
43 
44 II Data notifications are received through NSNotificationCenter. 
45 I I Posted whenever a TLMMyo connects 
46 [[ NSNotifieationCenter defaultCenter] addObserver: self 
47 selector: @seleetor(didConneetDeviee:) 
~ n~ 

TLMH ubDidConnectDevieeN otifieati n 

49 objeet:nil]; 
50 I I Posted whenever a TLMMyo disconnects 
51 [[ NSNotifieationCenter defaultCenter] addObserver: self 
52 selector: @seleetor(didDiseonnectDeviee 

) 
53 name: 

TLMH ubDidDiseonnectDevieeN otifi ation 

54 object:nil]; 
55 II Posted when a new orientation event is available from a TLMMyo. Notifications 

are posted at a rate of 50 Hz. 
56 [[ NSNotifieationCenter defaultCenter] addObserver: self 
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57 selector: @selector( 

58 
di dRecei veOri entati onEvent :) 
name: 

T L MMy oDi dRec ei veOri ent ati onEve t N otifi c ati on 

59 object:nil]; 
60 II Posted when a new accelerometer event is available from a TLMMyo. 

Notifications are posted at a rate of 50 Hz. 
61 [[ NSNotificationCenter defaultCenter] addObserver: self 
62 selector: @selector( 

didReceiveAccelerometerEvent: ) 
M n~ 

TL M My oDi dRec ei veAc celerometer E ent N otifi c ati on 

64 object:nil]; 
65 II Posted when a new pose is available from a TLMMyo 
66 [[ NSNotificationCenter defaultCenter] addObserver: self 
67 selector: @selector(didReceivePoseChange 

) 
68 name: 

TLM My oDi dRec eivePoseChangedN at fie ati on 

69 
70 
71 

object: nil]; 

72 
73 (void) didReceiveMemory Warning 
74 
75 [super didReceiveMemoryWarning]; 
76 II Dispose of any resources that can be recreated. 
77 
78 
79 #pragma mark - NSNotificationCenter Methods 
80 
81 (void) didConnectDevice : ( NSN otifi cati on *) notifi c a ti on 
82 II Align our label to be in the center of the view. 
83 [self. helloLabel setCenter: self. view. center]; 
84 
85 II Set the text of our label to be II Hello Myoll. 
86 self. helloLabel. text = @IHello Myo'l; 
87 
88 II Show the acceleration progress bar 
89 [self. accelerationProgressBar setHidden :NJ]; 
90 [self. accelerationLabel setHidden :NJ]; 
91 
92 [_data replaceObjectAtIndex:O withObject :@rOPENED'I]; 
93 
94 
95 (void)didDisconnectDevice:(NSNotification *)notification { 
96 II Remove the text of our label when the Myo has disconnected. 
97 self. helloLabel. text = @!ll; 

98 
99 II Hide the acceleration progress bar 

100 [self. accelerationProgressBar setHidden :YES]; 
101 [self.accelerationLabel setHidden:YES]; 
102 
103 [_data replaceObjectAtIndex:O withObject :@rCLOSED'I]; 
104 
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105 
106 (void) didReceiveOrientationEvent: (NSNotification *) notification { 
107 II Retrieve the orientation from the NSNotification)s userlnfo with the 

kTLMKeyOrientationEvent key. 
108 TLMOrientationEvent *orientationEvent = notification. userlnfo [ 

kTLMKeyOrientationEvent 1 ; 
109 
110 NSString *rotationQuaternion = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"%f,%f,%f,%f", 

orientationEvent. quaternion .x, 
111 orienta ionEvent 

112 

113 

114 [_data replaceObjectAtIndex:2 withObject: rotationQuaternion l; 
115 
116 
117 (void) di dRec eiveAc celerometer Event: ( NSN otific ati on *) noti fi c a ti on { 

qu ternion 
.y 

orienta ionEvent 

qu ternion 
.z 

orienta ionEvent 

qu ternion 
.w 

I; 

118 II Retrieve the accelerometer event from the NSNotification)s userInfo with the 
k TL M KeyA ccelerometer Event. 

119 TLMAccelerometerEvent *accelerometerEvent = notification. userlnfo [ 
kTLMKeyAccelerometerEvent] ; 

120 
121 II Get the acceleration vector from the accelerometer event. 
122 GLKVector3 accelerationVector = accelerometerEvent . vector; 
123 
124 II Calculate the magnitude of the acceleration vector. 
125 float magnitude = GLKVector3Length(accelerationVector); 
126 
127 NSString *accelerationString = [NSString stringWithFormat:@,)%f)%f)%f1)) 

accelerationVector .x*magnitude) 
128 accelerati nVector 

129 

130 [_data replaceObjectAtIndex: 1 withObject: accelerationString]; 
131 
132 
133 (void)didReceivePoseChange:(NSNotification *)notification { 

y* 
magnit de 

accelerati nVector 

z* 
magnit de 

I; 

134 II Retrieve the pose from the NSNotification)s user Info with the kTLMKeyPose key 

135 TLMPose *pose = notification. userlnfo [kTLMKeyPose]; 
136 self. currentPose = pose; 
137 
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138 II Handle the cases of the TLMPoseType enumeration, and change the color of 
helloLabel based on the pose we receive. 

139 switch (pose.type) { 
140 case TLMPoseTypeNone: 
141 II Changes helloLabel's font to Helvetica Neue when the user is in a 

142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 

149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 

156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 

163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 

170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 

177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 

rest pose. 
self. helloLabel. text = @"Hello Myo"; 
self.helloLabel.textColor = [UIColor blackColor]; 

[_data replaceObjectAtIndex:3 withObject :@"N:JNE"]; 
break; 

case TLMPoseTypeFist: 
II Changes helloLabel's font to Noteworthy when the user is in a fist 

pose. 
self. helloLabel. text = @"Fist"; 
self. helloLabel. textColor = [UIColor greenColor]; 

[_data replaceObjectAtIndex: 3 withObject :@"FIST" ]; 
break; 

case TLMPoseType WaveIn: 
II Changes helloLabel's font to Courier New when the user is in a wave 

in pose. 
self. helloLabel. text = @'Wave In"; 
self. helloLabel. textColor = [UIColor greenColor]; 

[_data replaceObj ectAtIndex : 3 withObj ect :@'WAVE.lN" ] ; 
break; 

case TLMPoseType WaveOut : 
II Changes helloLabel's font to Snell Roundhand when the user is in a 

wave out pose. 
self. helloLabel. text = @"Wave Out"; 
self. helloLabel. textColor = [UIColor greenColor]; 

[_data replaceObj ectAtIndex : 3 withObj ect :@"WAVEDDr' ] ; 
break; 

case TLMPoseTypeFingersSpread: 
II Changes helloLabel's font to Chalkduster when the user is in a 

fingers spread pose. 
self. helloLabel. text = @"Fingers Spread"; 
self. helloLabel. textColor = [UIColor greenColor]; 

[_data replaceObj ectAtIndex : 3 withObj ect :@'FINGERS..5PREAD" ] ; 
break; 

case TLMPoseTypeTwistIn: 
II Changes helloLabel's font to Superclarendon when the user is in a 

twist in pose. 
self. helloLabel. text = @"Twist In"; 
self. helloLabel. textColor = [UIColor greenColor]; 

[_data replaceObjectAtIndex:3 withObject :@"TWIST"]; 
break; 

185 (void) writeToServer 
186 
187 [_connection write: _data]; 
188 
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189 
190 (IBAction) didTapSettings: (id) sender { 
191 II Note that when the settings view controller is presented to the user, it must 

be in a UINavigationController. 
192 UINavigationController *controller = [TLMSettingsViewController 

settingsInNavigationController l; 
193 II Present the settings view controller modally. 
194 [self presentViewController: controller animated:YES completion: nil]; 
195 
196 
197 (IBAction) didTapTrain: (id) sender { 
198 / / Get the connected device from the hub. 
199 TLMMyo*device= [[[TLMHubsharedHub] myoDevices] firstObject]; 
200 if (device) { 
201 / / If the device is connected, present the trainer view controller modally. 
202 [device presentTrainerFromViewController: self l; 
203 else { 
204 / / No devices found. Pop up an alert to connect a Myo first. 
205 [[ [UIAlertView alloc] initWithTitle :@"l]h Oh" message :@"No Myo detected. 

Please connect a Myo first." delegate: self cancelButtonTitle :@"OK" 
otherButtonTitles: nil] show]; 

206 
207 
208 
209 (IBAction) didTapClient : (id) sender { 
210 if (! _connection) { 
211 _connection = [[TLHMServerConnection alloc] init]; 
212 } 
213 if (! [timer isValid]) { 
214 [sender setTitle :@"Server On"]; 
215 timer = [NSTimer scheduledTimerWithTimeInterval:0.1 target: self selector: 

@selector(writeToServer) userlnfo: nil repeats : YES] ; 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 

} 
else { 

[timer invalidate]; 
[sender setTitle :@"Server Off"]; 

@end 

TLHMServerConnection.h 

TLHMConnectToMac ViewController. h 
HelloMyo 

Created by Jordan Cheney on 4/8/14. 

1 II 
2 II 
3 II 
4 II 
5 II 
6 II 
7 II 

Copyright (c) 2014 Thalmic Labs. All rights reserved. 

8 
9 #import <UIKitjUIKit.11> 

10 
11 @interface TLHMServerConnection 
12 
13 NSInputStream *inputStream; 

NSObject <NSStreamDelegate> 
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14 NSOutputStream * outputStream; 
15 NSString *lastWrite; 
16 
17 
18 (void)write : (NSArray *)rawData; 
19 
20 @end 

TLHMServerConnection.m 

1 II 
2 II 
3 II 
4 II 
5 II 
6 II 
7 II 
8 

TLHMConnectToMac ViewController m 

HelloMyo 

Created by Jordan Cheney on 4/8/14. 
Copyright (c) 2014 Thalmic Labs. All rights reserved. 

9 #import "TLHMServerConnection. h" 
10 
11 @implementation TLHMServerConnection 
12 
13 (id)init 
14 
15 self = [super init]; 
16 if (~elf) { 
17 CFReadStreamRef readStream; 
18 CFWriteStreamRef writeStream; 
19 IIIPAddress, 192.168·1.4 
20 CFStreamCreatePairWithSocketToHost (NULL, (CFStringRef)@" 130.58.173.20" , 

2000, &readStream, &writeStream); 
21 inputStream = ( __ bridge NSInputStream *) readStream; 
22 output Stream = ( __ bridge NSOutputStream *) writeStream; 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

28 

29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 

[inputStream setDelegate: self]; 
[outputStream setDelegate: self]; 

[input Stream scheduleInRunLoop: [NSRunLoop currentRunLoop] forM ode : 
NSDefaultRunLoopMode] ; 

[outputStream scheduleInRunLoop: [NSRunLoop currentRunLoop] forM ode : 
NSDefaultRunLoopMode] ; 

[inputStream open]; 
[outputStream open]; 

lastWrite = @""; 

35 return self; 
36 
37 
38 (void)write : (NSArray *)rawData 
39 
40 NSString HtringData = [NSString stringWithFormat :@"o/'@:%@:%@:%@!", [rawData 

objectAtIndex: 0] , 
41 [rawData 

objectAtI dex 
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42 

43 

44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

51 
52 
53 
54 @end 

NSLog(@"writing: o/.@", stringData); 

/ / only write if there has been a change 
if ([lastWrite isEqualToString: stringData]) 

return; 
} 

1] , 
[rawData 

objectAtI dex 
2] , 

[rawData 
objectAtI dex 
3]] ; 

NSData *data = [[NSData alloe 1 initWithData: [stringData dataUsingEncoding: 
NSASCIIStringEncoding II ; 

[outputStream write: [data bytes 1 maxLength: [data length ll; 
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